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De novo sequencing of proteins is an important task when
genome sequence information is not available or inaccurate, as in
many proteomic studies.1-4 Complete de novo sequencing with
mass spectrometry (MS) remains a challenge, especially distin-
guishing between Xle (isoleucine and leucine) amino acid residues
and identification of the two first N-terminal residues. The latter is
mainly due to the absence of fragmentation at the N-terminal amide
bond and identical nominal masses of many amino acid pairs. To
overcome this problem, condensed-phase approaches using one
cycle of Edman degradation followed by mass determination of
the truncated peptides have been suggested by Hunt et al.5 More
recently, Gaskell and co-workers suggested tandem MS analysis
of N-terminal phenyl isothiocyanate derivatives of tryptic peptides,
yielding complementaryb1 and yn-1 fragment ions.6 Reid et al.
combined N-terminal derivatization with gas-phase fragmentation
of neutral peptides via ion-molecule reactions with acylium ions.7

The challenge of determining the Xle residue identities by MS
has traditionally been met by high-energy collision-activated
dissociation (HE CAD).8 Recently, a new technique of hot electron
capture dissociation (HECD)9 has been introduced that produces
secondary losses in the side chains of N-terminal amino acids ofz•

fragment ions. The formedw fragments revealed the identities of
20 out of 25 Xle residues in enzymatic peptides of the PP3 bovine
milk protein.10 Of the remaining five Xle residues, two N-terminal
ones could be a subject of a two-cycle Edman degradation reaction,
as in the method by Hunt et al.

Here we report on the novel reaction in HECD that afforded
identification of the remaining three Xle residues. This achievement
finalizes MS-based sequence characterization11 of a 15 kDa protein,
which, to the best of our knowledge, has become possible for the
first time. The mechanisms of secondary losses yieldingw fragments
and u ions (our nomenclature) are shown in Figure 1. Both
fragmentations involve a radical-site initiated bond breakage. For
wn ion formation fromz•

n ions, the cleavage occurs between theâ-
andγ-carbons in the N-terminal side chain forming a double bond
between theR- andâ-carbons.

The production of C-terminal secondaryun ions can be explained
by the creation of a five-membered lactam (γ-lactam) via bond
formation between the N-terminalR-carbon atom and theâ-carbon
in the adjacent amino acid residue of thez•

n ion. This type of
fragmentation, first reported by Biemann and co-workers12 for HE
CAD, is now found in HECD spectra of many polypeptides.

Figure 2 presents the HECD mass spectra obtained with Fourier
transform mass spectrometry. Electrospray-produced dications and
tetracations of PP3 peptides 25-41 (2+, m/z 965) and 77-109
(4+, m/z 894) were isolated and irradiated for 300 and 200 ms by
9 and 10 eV electrons, respectively. In these spectra, secondaryd
and w ions from totally three Xle residues were either absent or

overlapping with other backbone fragment ions. The presence of
theu4 andu10 ions for peptide 25-41 andu30 ions for peptide 77-
109 identifies these residues as Leu33, Ile39, and Leu80. In all cases,
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Figure 1. The proposed mechanisms forw andu ion formation from the
precursorz• radical ions.

Figure 2. HECD spectra of PP3 peptides 25-41 (2+, m/z 965) and 77-
109 (4+, m/z894). Theu4, u10, andu30 ions determine the residues as Leu33,
Ile39, and Leu80, respectively. Evidence for H-atom losses was observed
for the u10 andu30 ions.
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the u ions corresponding to alternative assignments were absent.
Theu10 andu30 ions showed evidence of H-atom losses. This was
an isolated observation, which is currently under further investiga-
tion.

While Biemann et al. observed oneu ion (from Leu) in their
study,12 the origin of theu ions reported here is much more general.
As an example of this, Figure 3 shows a HECD spectrum of the
dodecapeptide EDLISKEQIVIR. This peptide contains only residues
that are expected to undergo secondary fragmentation since they
all carry nonaromatic side chains on theirâ-carbon, as suggested
by Biemann and co-workers.12 The spectrum exhibits twod, nine
w, and fiveu ions.w ions from direct side-chain loss were observed
for all but three residues (E, D, and R). Theu ions denotedu3, u5,
u7, u8, andu10 originated from secondary side-chain losses in the
Ile2, Ile4, Glu6, Lys7, and Ile9 residues, respectively. All fiveu ions
were positively identified with mass deviationse6 ppm and signal-
to-noise ratios (S/N) ofg2.0 except foru8 (S/N ) 1.3). Three out
of four Xle residues could be identified viau ions alone.

Formation ofu ions is a minor channel ofz• ion fragmentation
compared to that givingw ions. Hence, from the ninez• ions in the
spectrum in Figure 3, ninew ions and only five secondaryu ions
were formed; the total abundance ofu ions was 24% of that ofw
ions. The only exception was theu7 ion (S/N ) 2.3 vs S/N) 1.5
for w7). The preferential secondary loss from the Glu side chain
seems to be a general trend.

To understand theu/w branching ratio, enthalpies of formation
of w andu ions were calculated by the semiempirical PM3 method
for peptides IL, KK, and VVR. Thew ions turned out to be by
60-90 kJ/mol lessstable thanu ions. The higher rates ofw ion
formation in HECD are believed to be due to the entropy factors
that favor radical-initiated losses on shorter distances.

Interestingly, the conventional low-energy ECD13 of the same
peptide as in Figure 3 gave twou ions. The abundance ofu5 was
60% lower andu7 30% higher than in HECD;u3, u8, andu10 were
absent. This was not surprising sincew ions have also been reported
in ECD at lower abundances than in HECD.10

When two neighboring amino acids in a sequence are identical,
wn andun ions become isomeric. A complication can arise in the
case where two different Xle residues are adjacent. Then theun

ion can be confused with thewn ion of the alternative assignment.10

Such an example is found for the isomeric analogue SDREYPILIR
of the tryptic decapeptide SRP fromsaccharomyces cereVisiae.
Here, HECD gave rise to an abundant (S/N) 12.4)w4 ion at mass-
to-charge ratio (m/z) 469 as expected for Ile7, and a less abundant
(S/N ) 3.1) u4 ion atm/z 455 as expected for Leu8. The samem/z
corresponds to anw4 ion from a Leu7 residue. However, the factor

of 4 difference in the abundances between these two ions enabled
the distinguishing.9 Additional complication exits for the identifica-
tion of N-terminal Xle residues. For the first Xle,u ions do not
exist, while itsw ions overlap with small losses from the reduced
molecular species.14,15This was verified for two isomeric peptides
ISDRIELYPIALR and LSDRLEIYPLAIR, HECD spectra of which
looked identical in terms of Xle1 identification. PP3 sequence is
the most unfavorable case with two N-terminal Xle residues. The
identification of the second Xle hinges on the presence of itsw
ion, which in the case of the N-terminal peptide 1-24 (ILNKPE-
DETHLEAQPTDASAQFIR) was overlapping with other ions. In
more favorable cases of the N-terminal sequence, full MS-only
sequence characterization should be possible.
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Figure 3. Broadband HECD mass spectrum of 2+ ions of the peptide EDLISKEQIVIR with assignments of secondary fragment ions and their precursors.
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